PYRAMIS – CASE STUDY
PYRAMIS S.A. of Greece, one of the largest stainless steel sink producers in the world,
made their foray into the Indian market recently. Pyramis Mktg. India Pvt. Ltd., the
Indian subsidiary of Pyramis S.A., in India provides complete solution for kitchens &
bathrooms.
Immediately on its entry into the Indian market, Pyramis introduced its Minikitchen—a
fully integrated and practically compact kitchen solution. Pyramis Minikitchen is an
ideal solution for cottages, rented rooms or studios. The PYRAMIS multi-kitchenettes
are an all-in-one kitchen unit, featuring various models with a stainless steel sink,
built-in burners, a refrigerator with a freezer, and a wooden storage cabinet in
variable sizes. It is easy to install, saves space and helps keep the kitchen clean.
Space crunch mostly hampers a complete renovation of the kitchen. Pyramis
Minikitchen comes to the rescue with much more storage capacity. For those who
want to install the PANTRY sink and hot-plate unit in their own kitchen counter, the
appliance is available in sizes of 3 feet, 4 feet and 5 feet, and with electric burners.
PYRAMIS addresses the development of a product range for kitchen characterized by
high quality, functional design, added value and service, offered by an international
company with human face.
The PYRAMIS MINIKITCHEN features: Hobs, Sink, Refrigerator, Cupboard etc.
Besides
MINIKITCHEN the company's products for the Indian market include complete range of
European style kitchen appliances like hoods, hobs, built in ovens, cooking range, biodisposer, kitchen sinks and kitchen sink faucets.
Pyramis plans to open 25 exclusive showrooms all across the country in the next 4 months . In
addition the company will also use multibrand showrooms to market its product range. The
company has set itself a sales target of Rs. 50 crores to be achieved in the 3rd year of its
operation in India.
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KEY OBJECTIVES


Enhance corporate image of PYRAMIS



Create awareness of PYRAMIS



Lineage



Business segments



Core customers



Capabilities



Competitive strengths



Benefit to clients



Create a recall/preference for PYRAMIS among customers

CHALLENGES


As the PYRAMIS was new in India, it was largely required to educate the consumers
about the upcoming trend. Secondly, limited advertising budgets made the role of PR
essential to brand building.



Create awareness and instant hype in the ‘niche’ Market

STRATEGY


Garner maximum media mileage for the launch of new stores and collections



Cost effective In-store promotions and use of direct marketing for building loyal
customer base



Metro centric conferences, designer profiling, etc was also done



Regional press meets and rollouts to create grass root level awareness in various cities



Photo shoots with Media to unveil the new line



Effective use of platforms such as Exhibitions

RESULTS


Got extensive coverage at PAN India level



Raised the desired awareness about PYRAMIS Products



Achieved quality and quantity proactive media placements



Communicated key messages to concerned Publics



Created a PYRAMIS favorable core media group
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MEDIA CLIPS
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